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a b s t r a c t

This review covers our recent (2005–2010) experiments and modeling-simulation work dedicated to the
evaluation of natural radiation-induced soft errors in advanced static memory (SRAM) technologies. The
impact on the chip soft-error rate (SER) of both terrestrial neutrons induced by cosmic rays and alpha-
particle emitters, generated from traces of radioactive contaminants in CMOS process or packaging mate-
rials, has been experimentally investigated by life (i.e. real-time) testing performed at ground level on the
Altitude Single-event Effect Test European Platform (ASTEP) and underground at the underground labo-
ratory of modane (LSM). The paper describes these two test platforms and surveys the characterization
results obtained for two SRAM technology nodes (130 nm and 65 nm). Experimental results concerning
the characterization of the natural radiation environment are also reported.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Soft-errors induced by natural radiation are considered as one
of the most important primary limits for modern digital electronics
reliability [1,2]. The problem has been well-known for space appli-
cations over many years (more than 40 years) and production
mechanisms of single-event effects (SEE) in semi-conductor devices
by protons or heavy ions well apprehended, characterized and
modeled [2–4]. In a similar way for avionic applications, the inter-
actions of atmospheric neutrons with electronics has been identi-
fied as the major source of SEE, distinguishing thermal neutrons
(interacting with 10B isotopes potentially present in circuit materi-
als, but progressively removed from technological processes [5])
and high-energy atmospheric neutrons (up to the GeV scale) [3].
For the most recent deca–nanometers technologies, the impact of
other atmospheric particles produced in nuclear cascade showers
on circuits has been clearly demonstrated (protons [6]) or is still
an open question for some exotic particles (pions and charged
muons [7–9]). With respect to such high-altitude atmospheric
environments, the situation at ground level is slightly different.
Of course, atmospheric neutrons are always the primary particles
but, with a flux approximately divided by a factor�300 at sea-level
ll rights reserved.
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with respect to the flux at avionics altitudes, the soft-error rate
(SER) of circuits can be now affected by a third additional source
of radiation, usually neglected because completely screened by
neutrons in avionics: the alpha particles generated from traces of
radioactive contaminants in CMOS process or packaging materials
[10,11]. As a consequence of these multiple sources of radiation,
the accurate characterization of the SER of circuits at ground level
is rather a complex task because one can clearly separate the con-
tribution to SER of atmospheric particles (the external constraint)
from the one due to natural alpha-particle emitters present as con-
taminants in circuit materials (the internal constraint) [1].

In this context, the present work surveys our 2005–2010 exper-
iments and modeling-simulation works [12–17] dedicated to the
evaluation of natural radiation-induced soft errors in advanced sta-
tic memory (SRAM) technologies following a real-time (i.e. life
testing) approach. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present in details the two test platforms developed and in-
stalled, both in altitude and underground, to perform real-time
characterization of circuits. Experimental results concerning the
characterization of the natural radiation environment are also
reported. Section 3 gives some details concerning then different
setups (hardware and software) developed to remotely perform
real-time testing of SRAM circuits manufactured in 130 nm and
65 nm technologies. Section 4 summarizes the main real-time
characterization results obtained these last years for these differ-
ent experiments and analyzes data in terms of soft-error rate and
of separation of neutron and alpha-particle emitter contributions
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to the circuit SER. Finally Section 5 presents the modeling and sim-
ulation recently developed to reproduce real-time experiments
and to extract alpha-particle emitter contamination levels from
data obtained in cave experiments. In conclusion, we indicate some
near and middle terms perspectives for this work.
2. The altitude and underground test platforms

In order to perform real-time characterizations of circuit in nat-
ural environments, we developed and installed two complemen-
tary test platforms, the first one in altitude on the Plateau de
Bure (French south Alps) in 2005 (to evaluate the impact of atmo-
spheric neutrons on electronics), the second one inside the under-
ground laboratory of modane in 2007 (to measure the SER induced
by radioactive contaminants). In the following, we briefly describe
this two test platforms, their radiation environments and the main
instruments used to characterize the background radiation.
2.1. The altitude SEE test European platform (ASTEP)

ASTEP is a permanent installation and a dual academic re-
search/R&D platform founded by STMicroelectronics, JB R&D and
L2MP-CNRS in 2004 [12]. The platform is referenced as a research
location in the international JEDEC standard JESD89A [18] and is
currently operated by IM2NP-CNRS (formerly L2MP). ASTEP is lo-
cated in the French Alps on the desert Plateau de Bure (Devoluy
Mountains) at 2552 m (Latitude North 44�380020 0, Longitude East
5�540260 0), in a low electromagnetic noise environment, and is
hosted by the Institute for Radio-astronomy at Millimeter Wave-
lengths (IRAM). It has been fully operational since March 2006.
From a geomagnetic point-of-view, the ASTEP site is character-
ized by a cutoff rigidity of 5 GV; the natural neutron flux is
approximately six times higher that the reference flux measured
at New-York City. This value (also called ‘‘acceleration factor”
with respect to the gain that we can expect on the duration of
real-time experiments performed in altitude instead of at sea-le-
vel) has been precisely measured in 2008, as explained in the fol-
lowing. Fig. 1a and b shows a general view of the Plateau de Bure
(IRAM observatory) and an external view of the ASTEP building
Altitude
SEE
Test
European
Platform

Altitude
SEE
Test
European
Platform

Fig. 1. (a) General view of the Plateau de Bure. (b) External view of the ASTEP
building showing the new extension (first-floor) designed to host the Plateau de
Bure neutron monitor (PdBNM).
respectively; the building extension (first-floor) was finished in
2008 and has been hosted, since July 2008, the Plateau de Bure
Neutron Monitor (PdBNM). This instrument was designed and
constructed in 2007 to survey in real-time (1 min integration
time) the time variations of the natural neutron flux incident on
the ASTEP platform and on the dedicated SER experiments. The
PdBNM, shown in Fig. 2, is a super 3-NM64 neutron monitor
based on three high pressure (2280 Torr) cylindrical He3 detectors
(model LND 253109). Each tube is surrounded by a 25 mm coax-
ial polyethylene tube (neutron moderator) and by coaxial thick
(50 mm) lead rings (secondary neutron producers); all these ele-
ments are placed inside a 80 mm thick polyethylene box to reject
low energy (thermal) neutrons produced in the close vicinity of
the instrument. A Canberra electronic detection chain composed
of three charge amplifiers model ACHNP97 and a high voltage
source 3200D) was chosen in complement to a Keithley
KUSB3116 acquisition module for interfacing the neutron monitor
with the control PC. The design and the construction of the
PdBNM followed the recommendations published in [19,20] for
the optimization of the apparatus response. Fig. 3 shows the
PdBNM averaged response (one point per hour) from August 1,
2008 to June 21, 2010. This uncorrected response from atmo-
spheric pressure directly gives an image of the neutron flux var-
iation at the ASTEP location, evidencing �30% variations of this
averaged flux at ground level essentially due to atmospheric pres-
sure variations. During its installation, the PdBNM was used to
experimentally determine the acceleration factor (AF) of the AS-
TEP location with respect to sea-level. Assembled and previously
operated in Marseille during the year 2007–2008, the PdBNM was
transported and installed on the Plateau de Bure in July 2008.
With strictly the same setup, two series of data were thus re-
corded in Marseille and on the Plateau de Bure: the difference be-
tween the counting rates and barometric coefficients for the two
locations allowed us to directly evaluate the acceleration factor of
ASTEP with respect to Marseille location, here estimated to 6.7
[21]. Taking into account latitude, longitude and altitude correc-
tions for Marseille location with respect to New-York City (the
reference place in the world for standardization purposes), the fi-
nal value of the acceleration factor is AF = 6.7 � 0.94 � 6.3. This
value is close to 6.2, the average acceleration factor reported in
the Annex A of the JEDEC standard JESD89A [18,22] and close
to 5.9, the value given by the Qinetic Radiation Atmospheric
Fig. 2. Detailed view of the PdBNM showing the extremities of the cylindrical
neutron detector tubes connected to the charge amplifiers and to the acquisition
module (electronic counters).



Fig. 3. Plateau de Bure neutron monitor response recorded from August 1, 2008 to June 21, 2010. Data are uncorrected from atmospheric pressure and averaged over 1 h.
�30% variations in neutron flux are evidenced, with two peaks (around 4 � 105 counts/h) corresponding to the passage of two severe atmospheric depressions (the first peak
correspond to the Klaus storm on January 25, 2009).

Fig. 4. General view of the experimental room dedicated to microelectronics
experiments inside the Modane underground laboratory. The two automatic test
equipments are dedicated to the real-time SER test of 130 nm and 65 nm SRAM
circuits.
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Model (QARM) [23,24] for quiet sun activity. The experimental
value AF = 6.3 will thus be considered as the acceleration factor
value characterizing the ASTEP location.

2.2. The underground laboratory of modane (LSM)

In October 2007, we deployed a new test platform in the under-
ground laboratory of modane (LSM) in order to obtain complemen-
tary measurements for separating the contribution to SER of
atmospheric particles from the one due to natural alpha-particle
emitters. This laboratory is located about 1700 m under the top
of the Fréjus mountain (4800 m water equivalent), near the middle
of the Fréjus highway tunnel connecting France and Italy [25]. It
was created in 1983 in order to conduct particle physics and astro-
physics experiments in a strongly reduced cosmic ray background
environment. Due to the depth of the LSM, the average particle flux
inside the laboratory is extremely reduced [26]: about 4 muons/
m2/day corresponding to a two million reduction factor compared
to the flux at sea-level; a few 103 fast neutrons/m2/day (depending
on the neutron energy and the measurement location in the labo-
ratory) emitted by natural radioactivity from the rock, the neutron
component of cosmic rays being totally eliminated at this depth. In
addition, the Radon in the laboratory is maintained at a very low
rate of�20 Bq/m3 owing to an air purification system which totally
renews the volume of the air inside the laboratory twice an hour.
Recent fast and thermal neutrons measurements have been per-
formed by Yakushev [27] at immediate proximity of our setups
(see Fig. 4); these results have then been modeled and reproduced
within a few percents by calibrated Geant4 Monte-Carlo simula-
tions. They give a flux of fast neutrons with E > 0.3 eV (cadmium
threshold) of �3 � 10�6 neutron/cm2/s. Measurements of thermal
neutrons at the same place with bare He3 filled proportional coun-
ter gave �2 � 10�6 neutron/cm2/s. Knowing that flux of fast and
thermal neutrons are connected, Monte-Carlo predicted coefficient
for really fast neutrons with E > 0.5 MeV to thermal neutrons
(E < 0.3 eV) is about 0.64–0.66 (depends slightly on rock and con-
crete). Thus we can estimate the number of such neutrons
(E > 0.5 MeV) at place of SER experiments from this as �1.2 �
10�6 neutron/cm2/s. These measurements confirm the residual
background value of only a few 103 fast neutrons/m2/day inside
the experimental room deduced from experimental measurements
and resulting from simulation work [28]. With an excellent confi-
dence, we consider for future data analysis that all events detected
at LSM during the SER real-time experiments are induced by inter-
nal chip radioactivity (alpha-particle emitters) and not by the
external neutron background.
3. Real-time experimental details

3.1. SRAM circuits under test

Real-time measurements have been performed on bulk SRAMs
fabricated by STMicroelectronics using commercial CMOS pro-
cesses in 130 nm (200 mm wafers) and 65 nm (300 mm wafers)
technologies. These processes are based on a Boro-Phospho-Sili-
cate Glass (BPSG)-free Back-End Of Line (BEOL) which eliminates
the major source of 10B in the circuits and drastically reduces the
possible interaction between 10B and low energy neutrons (in the
thermal range and below) [5,29,30]. The test vehicle for
the 130 nm technology is composed of 4 Mbit Single Port SRAM
(SP-SRAM) with a bit cell area of 2.50 lm2. A total of 3664 Mbit
was considered for real-time experiments, both in altitude (ASTEP)
and underground (LSM). For the 65 nm technology, the test chip
contains 8.5 Mbit of SP-SRAM (bit cell area of 0.525 lm2) and
1 Mbit of Dual Port SRAM (DP-SRAM, bit cell area of 0.98 lm2).
The SP-SRAM bitcell for the 65 nm technology node, corresponds
to the standard six transistors SRAM designed with one access
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transistor on each internal node. DP-SRAM has the same electrical
schematic with two additional access transistors, one on each side
of the memory, giving the ability to simultaneously read and write
different memory cells at different addresses. No deep N-well [11]
was used in both 130 and 65 nm devices tested in the present
work. Both 130 nm and 65 nm bitcells were fully modeled with
3D TCAD tools (Sentaurus Synopsys package [31]) to evaluate their
sensitivity to heavy ions and to determine the SEU/SBU and MBU/
MCU occurrences as a function of ion parameter [32–34]. In com-
plement to TCAD work, numerous experimental studies were con-
ducted these four last years to characterize the different test chips
from an accelerated-test point-of-view with neutrons at the Los
Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), as well as with an in-
tense Am241 alpha source at STMicroelectronics [14,15].
3.2. Hardware and software setups

Two different SER test equipments, specially designed for the
study, have been developed and assembled by Bertin Technologies
(Aix-en-Provence, France) for the 130 nm devices [14–16] and by
iRoC Technologies (Grenoble, France) for the 65 nm ones [17],
respectively. Fig. 4 shows a general view of these test equipments
currently deployed at LSM. The 130 nm setup was successively in-
stalled on ASTEP during the period [March 31, 2006–November 6,
2006], then transported to the LSM and installed on October 16,
2007. For the 65 nm experiment, two identical setups were con-
structed; they were installed on ASTEP on January 21, 2008 and
at LSM on April 11, 2008. The three setups are working since these
respective dates at room temperature, except for the altitude
65 nm setup which was stopped on May 5, 2009 and restarted
on June 26, 2010 for high temperature measurements performed
at 85 �C (the stack of motherboards was placed into a computer-
controlled heating oven).

In the present configuration, each system is capable of monitor-
ing several hundred of chips (1280 chips for the 130 nm setup and
384 chips for the 65 nm one) and performing all requested opera-
tions such as writing/reading data to the chips, comparing the out-
put data to the written data and recording details on the different
detected errors in SRAM chips. The different hardware and soft-
ware components have been designed to strictly follow all the
specifications of the JEDEC Standard JESD89A [18]. In particular,
the design of the setup ensures that all detected errors come from
the devices under test, not from external or system noise, by
respecting strict design and construction guidelines explained in
Refs. [18,35]. A special test algorithm used for SRAM testing [15]
has been developed in complement to hardware aspects to detect
and discriminate SBU from MCU, Single-Event Functional Interrupt
(SEFI) or Single-Event Latchup (SEL) events. Current consumption
of all power lines provided by the tester is monitored and logged
during the test. User can see in real-time the errors on the monitor
of the tester; automatic alert message emission by the tester or to-
tally remote control operation can be also envisaged for a continu-
ous test survey in other location outside LSM.
4. Experimental results and data analysis

We present in this section our most recent and updated results
obtained for the 65 nm technology (Single Port SRAM circuits)
from real-time in altitude and underground. Comparison with
real-time data obtained for the 130 nm technology (SP-SRAM) is
also reported. In the following, all numerical results have been nor-
malized by a common arbitrary scaling factor, set lower than 3�.
The real order of magnitude for the reported data is thus not signif-
icantly altered.
4.1. Altitude and underground real-time experiments

Fig. 5 shows the cumulative number of fails detected in SP-
SRAMs versus test duration (expressed in Mbit � h) for both alti-
tude measurements (successively performed at room temperature
and at 85 �C) and underground one (performed at room tempera-
ture). Because the measurements started (and stopped for the alti-
tude test) at different dates, the number of Mbit � h cumulated in
the different experiments are not identical.

A data analysis summarized in Table 1 shows that for the alti-
tude experiment a total of 61 events involving a total of 97 cell up-
sets or bit flips was detected for SP-SRAM at room temperature
(respectively 52 events and 66 bit flips for the test at high temper-
ature) including 44 SBU and 17 MCU (respectively 44 SBU and 7
MCU). These MCUs involves a total of 53 bit flips (respectively 22
at 85 �C) which are physical adjacent bit cells in all cases with a
multiplicity ranging from 2 to 7. The distribution of these MCUs
is given in Fig. 6 for the three series of measurements. Note the
importance of MCU mechanisms in such a deep submicron tech-
nology: for example in altitude at room temperature, this MCU
contribution represents 17/61 ffi 28% of the detected events but,
in the same time, 53/97 = 54.6% of the total number of detected
bit flips. For the cave experiment and due now to a very satisfac-
tory statistics (with respect to the first results published in 2009,
see Ref. [15]), 51 events were recorded, corresponding to 38 SBU
and 13 MCU with multiplicities of 2–5. The fraction of MCU is
found equal in this case to 13/51 ffi 25.5% of the detected events
and to 36/74 = 48.6% of the total number of detected bit flips. Alti-
tude and underground experiments visibly lead to very similar
fractions of SBU and MCU with respect to the total of events and
bit flips; this result contrasts with the first tendencies previously
reported for this 65 nm technology [15]. Another remark concerns
the impact of the temperature for altitude tests: we observe in
both cases in Fig. 5, i.e. for room temperature and high (85 �C) tem-
perature tests, very similar bit flip occurrence distributions with an
identical and constant slope, demonstrating here (and at this level
of statistics for the high temperature test) the non-dependence of
the soft-error rate with temperature for the present 65 nm tech-
nology. It is also clear that such heating level has no impact on
the occurrence of latchup or micro-latchup; any such events is de-
tected for all experimental condition in altitude and underground,
demonstrating the latchup immune character of this technology
with single-port SRAM cell architecture.

From data of Fig. 5 for the three experiments, we estimated the
real-time SER at the test location, reported in Table 1, using the
well-known formula:

SER ¼ Nr

Rr
� 109 ðFIT=MbitÞ ð1Þ

where Nr is the number of bit flips (for flip SER), SBU (for SBU SER)
or MCU events (for MCU SER) observed at time Tr and Rr is the num-
ber of Mbit � h cumulated at time Tr.

We also reported in Table 1 the upper and lower confidence
intervals at 90% level based on the v2 distribution in order to esti-
mate the experimental error margins [18]. Due to the long duration
of the experiments and specially for the underground experiment
(5.98 � 107 cumulated Mbit � h), the averaged slope of the bit flip
distribution, shown in Fig. 5 (dotted line), can be correctly esti-
mated, even if large multiplicity events are present. It was not
completely the case for previous estimations reported in 2009
[15]. The consequence is that the total flip SER for the underground
experiment has to be reevaluated to �1040 FIT/Mbit with respect
to the previous first estimation around 740 FIT/Mbit. From this
example, we point out here one important limitation of real-time
experiments for deep submicron or deca–nanometer technologies:
with the growing importance of MCU events, test durations must
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Fig. 5. Cumulative total fails (i.e. total bit flips) versus test duration for the 65 nm SP-SRAM during both altitude and underground experiments. Test has been conducted
under nominal conditions: VDD = 1.2 V, standard checkerboard test pattern and room temperature (except for the high temperature test conducted at 85 �C using a heating
oven).

Table 1
Summary and key-values for the real-time 65 nm experiments conducted in altitude
and underground.

Altitude experiment – 65 nm Room (21 �C)
temperature

High (85 �C)
temperature

Starting date 01/21/08 14:54 06/26/09
13:04

Reporting date 05/07/09 10:00 06/21/10 8:00
Cumulated number of Mbit � h 3.63 � 107 2.48 � 106

Total number of events/bit flips 61/97 52/66
Number of SBU 44 44
Number of MCU/MCU flips 17/53 7/22
Number of latchup/micro-latchup 0 0
SBU SER on ASTEP (FIT/Mbit) 1212 1774
MCU SER on ASTEP (FIT/Mbit) 468 282
Total flip SER on ASTEP (FIT/Mbit) (from

averaged distribution slope)
2670 2670

Lower (10%) and upper (90%) confidence
limits (FIT/Mbit)

3313, 2211 3313, 2211

Underground experiment – 65 nm
Starting date 04/11/08 12:00
Reporting date 21/06/10 11:00
Cumulated number of Mbit � h 5.98 � 107

Total number of events/bit flips 51/74
Number of SBU 38
Number of MCU/MCU flips 13/36
Number of latchup/micro-latchup 0
SBU SER (FIT/Mbit) 635
MCU SER (FIT/Mbit) 217
Total flip SER (FIT/Mbit) (from averaged distribution slope) 1040
Lower (10%) and upper (90%) confidence limits (FIT/Mbit) 1280, 845
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be significantly increased to average MCU (rare) events of large
multiplicities and to reflect the correct soft-error rate. Concerning
the altitude test, the total flip SER is evaluated in the same way to
2670 FIT/Mbit, which is close to the previous reported value (2934
FIT/Mbit). This 10% decrease is also due to this MCU impact on the
SER extraction. Finally, the calculation of the normalized neutron
real-time SER at the reference location of New-York City (NYC) is
obtained from the following expression, assuming that the fail rate
due to alpha-particles is identical to the alpha-SER experimentally
deduced from underground experiment:

neutron-SERjNYC ¼
SERjASTEP�SERjLSM

AF

alpha-SERjNYC ¼ SERjLSM

8><
>:

ð2Þ
In Eq. (2), the value of the acceleration factor of the ASTEP site is
taken equal to AF = 6.3, the experimental value determined from
data collected using the Plateau de Bure neutron monitor. The nor-
malized neutron-SER is then equal to (2670–1040)/6.3 � 260 FIT/
Mbit and the total flip SER for both alpha and neutron contribu-
tions is equal to 1040 + 260 = 1300 FIT/Mbit for the 65 nm SP-
SRAM.
4.2. Accelerated tests

In complement to real-time measurements, accelerated tests
using an intense alpha-particle Am241 source and a neutron-beam
have been performed on several 65 nm chips taken randomly from
the same fabrication lot than circuits tested in altitude and under-
ground (see Refs.[14,15] for experimental details). For alpha-parti-
cle test, the reported SER values have been extrapolated to a
nominal alpha flux of 0.001 alpha/cm2/h. This value emulates the
alpha emissivity rate for the semi-conductor processing and pack-
aging materials with an ‘‘ultra-low alpha” grade. Experimental
measurements led to an accelerated alpha-SER = 605 FIT/Mbit for
SP-SRAM. In a similar way, accelerated neutron-SER measurements
conducted at the LANSCE WNR facility have been extrapolated to
the reference (NYC) neutron integrated flux of 13 neutrons/cm2/
h: we obtained a value of 470 FIT/Mbit for SP-SRAM.

The combination of real-time and accelerated alpha-SER values
will allow us to estimate the alpha-particle emission rate for the
semi-conductor processing and packaging materials, as explained
in Section 4.3. Concerning neutron-SER, the comparison between
real-time (240 FIT/Mbit) and accelerated (470 FIT/Mbit) values
(normalized at the reference location New-York City) shows a dis-
crepancy within a factor 2 between the two approaches; this re-
mains very acceptable with respect to dosimetry errors and/or
statistical dispersions from sample-to-sample, lot-to-lot and error
intervals on the knowledge of some physical, technological and
electrical key-parameters (manufacturing variability) [1,36]. More-
over, this result could be explained by possible differences be-
tween the neutron-beam and the real atmospheric neutron
spectra, largely introduced by the cutoff energy of the accelerator
which is always well below cosmic ray energies. This could be also
confirmed by the relatively important difference in the percentages
of bit flips involved in MCU events for the two experiments: 53.5%
for real-time and 31% for accelerated tests. Our recent results
concerning heavy ion testing and 3D simulations of MCU occur-
rence in 65 nm SRAMs [13] are coherent with this observation:
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Table 2
Summary and key-values for the real-time 130 nm experiments conducted in altitude
and underground.

130 nm SRAM technology Altitude
(ASTEP) test

Underground
(LSM) test

Starting date 03/31/06 10/16/07 14:22
Reporting date 11/06/06 06/21/10 8:00
Cumulated number of Mbit � h 1.55 � 107 7.89 � 107

Total number of events/bit flips 67/72 164/164
Number of SBU 62 164
Number of MCU/MCU flips 5/10 0/0
Number of latchup/micro-latchup 0 0
SBU SER on ASTEP (FIT/Mbit) 4000 2079
MCU SER on ASTEP (FIT/Mbit) 323 0
Total flip SER on ASTEP (FIT/Mbit) 4658 2079
Lower (10%) and upper (90%) confidence

limits (FIT/Mbit)
5590, 3788 2367, 1831
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the contribution of MCU to the total number of upsets strongly in-
creases with the LET of the incident ion, suggesting that high en-
ergy neutrons (indirectly inducing a non-negligible fraction of
high LET ions) play a major role in the occurrence of large size
MCUs effectively observed in real-time experiments.
4.3. Comparison with 130 nm SRAM technology

Fig. 7 shows a direct comparison of the total bit flip distribu-
tions versus test duration for the two SRAM technologies. For the
130 nm, we report here an exceptional long duration (more than
2 years) underground test which allows us to accurately extract
the alpha-SER of this technology. Data analysis concerning both
altitude and cave experiments are summarized in Table 2. A total
of 72 bit flips was detected after 1.55 � 107 Mbit � h in altitude,
164 fails after 7.89 � 107 Mbit � h during the underground test.
The analysis of Fig. 7 indicates that, for both test locations, the
130 nm technology exhibits a higher soft-error rate (directly linked
to the slope of the curves) than the 65 nm one. In addition, for the
altitude test, 5 MCU events, involving each 2 physical adjacent bit
cells, were recorded; no MCU event was detected for the cave
experiment. This difference in MCU occurrence for the two tech-
nologies is clearly highlighted by the ‘‘staircase shape” of the
curves: the 130 nm distribution has very regular stairs (each stair
corresponding to a single bit flip), at the opposite, the 65 nm curves
exhibits irregular and marked stairs, which corresponds to a kind
of ‘‘visual signature” of MCU events. These SER values related to
the 130 nm technology are reported in Fig. 8. We used Eq. (2) to
separate alpha from neutron contributions to the total normalized
SER value. Fig. 8 also summarizes the key-values of experimental
real-time SER for both 130 and 65 nm technologies (SP-SRAM). Al-
pha-SER is found to decrease by a factor �2 for the 65 nm technol-
ogy with respect to the 130 nm one and neutron-SER by a factor
1.6, resulting in a net improvement of the total SER by a factor
�1.9.
4.4. Estimation of the alpha-particle emission rate

Combining real-time and accelerated alpha-SER values, for a gi-
ven technology, allows us to estimate the alpha-particle emission
rate for the semi-conductor processing and packaging materials.
Because accelerated values are extrapolated (i.e. normalized) to
the reference value of 0.001 alpha/cm2/h (that corresponds to an
‘‘ultra-low alpha” grade [5]), the real alpha-particle emission rate
is simply given by this value multiplied by a factor corresponding
to the ratio of the real-time SER by the accelerated SER. We thus
obtain for the 65 nm technology 0.001 � (1040/605) � 1.7 �
10�3 alpha/cm2/h. For the 130 nm technology, a similar calculation
from real-time SER value given in Fig. 7 and considering the accel-
erated value of 380 FIT/Mbit reported in Ref. [14] gives:
0.001 � (380/1530) � 4.0 � 10�3 alpha/cm2/h. In addition to this
indirect extraction of the alpha-particle emissivity via SER tests,
the alpha emission rates for both the tested wafers and packages
(mold compound) were accurately characterized using an ultra-
low alpha background counter (gas flow type). The tests were per-
formed in a dedicated characterization lab at STMicroelectronics. A
high purity in terms of radioactive contaminants was confirmed,
around (0.9 ± 0.3) � 10�3 alpha/cm2/h for the 65 nm technology.
In parallel, the same measurement procedure was applied for the
characterization of wafers and packages of the 130 nm technology.
An emissivity level of (1.1 ± 0.2) � 10�3 alpha/cm2/h was measured
on a first wafer, the value of (2.3 ± 0.2) � 10�3 alpha/cm2/h was
measured on a second wafer from another lot, confirming with
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the same order of magnitude the reduction of the alpha-emitter
contamination for the 65 nm technology with respect to the
130 nm one. The discrepancy between SER-based and direct count-
ing measurements is acceptable with respect to the experimental
uncertainties for the alpha counting, the SER testing and the sam-
ple-to-sample/lot-to-lot variations for the trace amounts of alpha
contaminants. The extraction of the amount of radioactive impuri-
ties naturally present in the circuit materials and at the origin of
such levels of alpha emission rate is detailed in the next section.
Fig. 9. Layout (up) and simulation result (down) of a 10 � 10 SRAM block. Blue segmen
(respectively due to diffusion–collection). In this example, a total of 100,000 alpha-partic
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of th
5. Modeling and simulation aspects

In this last section, we would like to summarize our recent
methodology combining numerical simulation and experimental
data presented in Section 4 to extract the concentration of alpha-
particle emitters present in the circuit materials and responsible
of both the alpha-SER electrically detected on SRAM circuits and
the alpha emission rate characterized using a gas flow type coun-
ter. This new method is illustrated here for the 130 nm technology;
first results concerning 65 nm chips will be finally reported.
5.1. Monte-Carlo simulation of the alpha-SER

To evaluate the SER due to alpha-emitter isotopes contained in
IC materials, we make the assumption of a predominant contribu-
tion of uranium contamination [5,37,38]. Uranium is naturally
present in all terrestrial materials and is mainly composed of
238U at 99.3%: its disintegration chain is composed of 14 daughter
nuclei with eight alpha-emitters. Energies of the emitted alpha-
particle are ranging from 4.20 to 7.68 MeV [39]; their correspond-
ing ranges in silicon vary from 19 to 46 lm and their initial Linear
Energy Transfer (LET) from 0.47 to 0.68 MeV/(mg/cm2). All these
values are detailed in Table 3. Note that the maximum LET reached
by the emitted alphas is 1.45 MeV/(mg/cm2) at Bragg’s peak condi-
tion. Considering the uranium chain at the secular equilibrium, this
signifies that all elements of the chain have the same activity. For a
contaminated wafer with 1 ppb of uranium, this activity is equal to
ASi = 243.8 Bq/m3 of silicon.

For the alpha-SER simulation, we consider a portion of the
SRAM circuit composed of only silicon (see Fig. 9 up). Alpha-parti-
cle energy and track (starting point, unit direction vector) are
randomly generated into the simulation volume for the eight al-
pha-emitters of the 238U disintegration chain. As a function of
ts (respectively red) represent alpha-particle tracks given a SEU due to critical LET
les have been generated for each nuclei of the decay chain. (For interpretation of the
is article.)



Table 3
The alpha-particle emitters of the disintegration chain of 238U.

T1/2 (s) Alpha
energy
(MeV)

Range in
Si (f)

Corresponding initial LET
(MeV/(mg/cm2))

238U 1.40 � 10+17 4.19 18.95 0.677
234U 7.76 � 10+12 4.68 22.17 0.634
230Th 2.38 � 10+12 4.58 21.49 0.642
226Ra 5.05 � 10+10 4.77 22.78 0.627
222Rn 3.30 � 10+05 5.49 27.94 0.575
218Po 1.86 � 10+02 6.00 31.86 0.545
214Po 1

64 � 10�04
7.68 46.22 0.468

210Po 1.20 � 10+07 5.31 26.61 0.588
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particle energy, the corresponding track length and LET is deter-
mined using tabulated SRIM tables [40]. Carriers generated along
the track are discretized into punctual carrier density and their
behavior can be considered to be governed by a pure spherical dif-
fusion (with an ambipolar diffusion coefficient D) [41]. The final
current transient extracted from a given contact (off-state drain)
is obtained by integrating the product [diffusing charge � average
collection velocity v] (evaluated at the level of the surface element
dx � dy) over the entire collection area [42]. The upset criterion for
a particle track not crossing the drain junction is the ImaxTmax crite-
rion. In the other case (track impacting the drain area), a critical
LET criterion is chosen [43]. Parameters D, v, ImaxTmax and critical
LET are technology dependent and have been obtained from TCAD
and Spice simulation for the present 130 nm SRAM technology
[44].

Fig. 9 (down) shows an example of simulation on a 130 nm
SRAM block composed of 10 � 10 memory cells. In this example,
a total of 100,000 alpha-particles has been generated for each radio
nuclei of the decay chain in the simulation volume of 50 lm thick-
ness (greater than the maximum range given in Table 3) with the
LET and ranges corresponding to the eight alpha-emitters of the
238U disintegration chain (same probability). Blue segments repre-
sent alpha-particle tracks that induced a SEU via the critical LET
criterion; red ones correspond to particle tracks treated with the
diffusion–collection model and leading to a SEU with the ImaxTmax

criterion. In order to totally neglect border effects on the simula-
tion volume considered, final results have been obtained for a lar-
ger SRAM block composed of 100 � 100 memory cells (20,000
sensitive contacts) with a total of 300,000 alpha-particles per radi-
onuclei (total of 2.4 � 106 particles simulated). This large simula-
tion shows that 0.6% of the generated alpha-particle tracks
effectively lead to a triggered SEU. This result will be used in Sec-
tion 5.2 to evaluate the contamination level of the circuits under
test.

5.2. Extraction of alpha-particle emitter concentration
from experimental alpha-SER

Considering that the soft-error rate measured underground is
only due to the contribution (i.e. the activity) of alpha-particle
emitters present in the circuit materials, our objective is to deter-
mine the level of radioactive impurity contamination leading to the
time distribution of error shown in Fig. 7 (130 nm underground).
From result of Section 5.2 (0.6% of the generated alpha-particles
lead to a triggered SEU), we can easily evaluate the number N of
SEU detected after Texp hours for a real-time experiment involving
M circuits:

N ¼ ½8� ASi � Texp �M � SCut � h� � F � 0:6%� X ðppbÞ ð3Þ

where 8 � ASi = 1950 Bq/m3 corresponds to the total activity of the
contaminated wafer for 1 ppb contamination, SCut is the surface of
the 4 Mbit cut on the circuit for the 130 nm SRAM (10.48 mm2), h
is the thickness of the simulated silicon layer (50 lm), F is an alpha
emissivity correction factor taking into account the difference in
geometry between the simulated circuit and the real chip
(F = 0.99, negligible in the present case due to a large and thick sim-
ulation volume considered), Texp = 22,720 h, M = 868 chips and
N = 164 SEU (see Table 2). The term into brackets in Eq. (3) corre-
sponds to the total of alpha-particles emitted in the circuits during
the measurement period. The only unknown value remains the real
contamination level X of the chips (in ppb), which can be immedi-
ately determined to:

X ¼ N
½8� ASi � Texp �M � SCut � h� � F � 0:6%

� 0:37 ppb ð4Þ

This value confirms an ‘‘ultra-low alpha” grade of the circuit
materials, but also shows that such a very low contamination level
leads to SEU that can be detected and quantified via underground
tests. Considering now three different values X = 0.2, 0.37 and
0.5 ppb for this contamination level and calculating, in each case,
the time scale for different Monte-Carlo simulation runs allows
us to plot the corresponding simulated error distributions versus
time on Fig. 10. We see that the bundle of curves computed with
X = 0.37 ppb is perfectly superimposed to the experimental data,
thus confirming the value of contamination previously extracted.
Fig. 10 also shows that the confrontation of both computed and
experimental data allows the extraction of X with a sub-0.1 ppb
sensitivity.

A similar analysis based on the confrontation of experimental
data and Monte-Carlo simulation for the 65 nm technology leads
to an estimation of the contamination level of the chips equal to
X = 0.26 ppb, evidencing a 1.4 reduction factor for this technology
with respect to the 130 nm one.

5.3. Alpha-emissivity of circuit material (silicon)

In this last paragraph, we examine the alpha-particle emissiv-
ity from experimental and simulation viewpoints in order to ver-
ify if the contamination value extracted from the simulation of
the real-time experiment is in agreement with wafer-level char-
acterization (Section 4.3) and simulation of the alpha-particle
emissivity. To compute such an emissivity, we simulated the
spectra of alpha-particle escaping from the top face of 1 cm2 layer
of silicon (thickness 50 lm). A total of 100,000 alpha-particles
have been generated in the Monte-Carlo code. If we consider a
gas flow type detector similar to the instrument used for the wa-
fer-level characterization located just in front of the top face
(with a typical threshold value of 1.5 MeV for the detection of
the escaping particles), our simulation shows that 13% of the total
amount of particles generated in the bulk layer is detected. The
alpha-particle layer emissivity Ea can thus be expressed as Ea (al-
pha/cm2/h) = 0.13 � 8 � ASi � tSi, where ASi = 0.878 (cm3 h)�1 is
the activity of 1 ppb of 238U in silicon, the factor eight counts
for the eight alpha-emitters of the disintegration chain at secular
equilibrium and tSi = 50 lm is the silicon thickness. In this case,
we obtain an alpha-particle emission rate of 4.56 � 10�3 alpha/
cm2/h, in excellent agreement with Ref. [38]. From this result,
we can immediately conclude that the values of 1.1 and
2.3 � 10�3 alpha/cm2/h experimentally measured respectively
correspond to 1.1/4.56 � 1 ppb � 0.24 and 0.5 ppb of uranium in
the silicon wafer of the 130 nm SRAMs. This value interval is in
good agreement with the value deduced from the previous
extraction (0.37 ppb) combining the result of real-time experi-
ment and Monte-Carlo simulation. The discrepancy between the
different estimations is small and very acceptable with respect
to the experimental uncertainties for the alpha counting, the
SER testing and the sample-to-sample/lot-to-lot variations for
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the trace amounts of alpha contaminants. We can conclude that
both experimental data and numerical simulations converge to-
wards the same value of uranium contamination, concordantly
evaluated to a fraction of ppb in the range [0.2–0.5] ppb for this
130 nm SRAM technology. For the 65 nm technology and in a
similar way, the value of (0.9 ± 0.3)�10�3 alpha/cm2/h experi-
mentally measured thus corresponds to 0.9/4.56 � 1 ppb �
0.2 ppb of uranium in the silicon material, in excellent agreement
with the value (0.26 ppb) previously extracted from the fitting of
Monte-Carlo data on real-time SER measurements. These results
demonstrate that the combination of experimental data and
numerical simulations for both SER experiments and alpha-parti-
cle emissivity measurements is certainly a promising method to
extract the contamination level of circuit materials in the sub-
ppb range of atomic concentration with a good coherence be-
tween characterization at circuit and material levels within
uncertainty margins. Future work will be conducted to consoli-
date and extend this approach for deca–nanometer technologies.
6. Conclusion

In summary, this paper presented a complete study dedicated
to the soft-error rate characterization of CMOS SRAM memories
in both altitude and underground environments. The different
experiments have been conducted since 2005 on the ASTEP and
LSM platforms, two permanent research installations (with specific
instrumentation for the radiation environment characterization)
dedicated to the evaluation of the impact of natural terrestrial radi-
ation on the reliability of microelectronics circuits. Neutron and al-
pha-particle SER values, extracted from long duration real-time
measurements, have been compared with data obtained from
accelerated and wafer-level tests for two different (130 nm and
65 nm) technology nodes. The combination of these different tests
allowed us to separate the SER component induced by atmospheric
neutrons from that caused by on-chip alpha-particle emitters. In
the particular case of the present tested SRAMs, this later is found
to be five times larger than the neutron contribution at sea-level.
Our data also clearly shows and quantifies via real-time experi-
ments in natural environment the growing importance of MCU
mechanisms when considering deep submicron technologies. Fi-
nally, this study highlights the importance of combining real-time
measurements, accelerated tests, alpha emission characterization
and numerical simulations to accurately estimate the soft-error
rate of a given technology and the level of radioactive contamina-
tion in circuit materials. Such a multi-characterization approach
should ensure that the different extracted values are consistent
with the underlying calculation hypothesis and are within experi-
mental error margins. Future works, currently in development, will
continue on the ASTEP and LSM platforms in the following next
years: they concern in particular the real-time characterization of
40 nm and 28 nm CMOS SRAM technologies, the installation of a
permanent muon counter and a neutron spectrometer on the AS-
TEP platform.
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